Cocksure

Definition of cocksure. 1: feeling perfect assurance sometimes on inadequate grounds. 2: marked by overconfidence or
presumptuousness: cocky.Only the most cocksure rookie was willing to stand up to the captain of the football whose
conjectural advances on others may seem overwhelmingly cocksure.It is rather ironic that this is one of those term the
origin of which we are far from cock-sure about. "I haue knowen a man or nowe that thought him selfe cocke sure of his
intent." What we do know is that it doesn't refer to the word 'cocky' meaning 'opinionated and sure of.cocksure.
[kok-shoo r, -shur] Synonyms Examples Word Origin. adjective. too certain; overconfident: He was so cocksure he
would win the election that he didn't even bother to campaign.cocksure adjective. uk /?k?k????r/ us /?k??k????/ informal
disapproving. too confident, in a way that is slightly unpleasant or rude: a cocksure young man. Rude and
cheeky.Definition of cocksure - confident in an excessive or arrogant way.Cocksure. Q From David Nix: I have just
discovered your web site and it is immensely enjoyable. I have a word that came to mind, cocksure.Cocksure definition:
Someone who is cocksure is so confident and sure of their abilities that they annoy other Meaning, pronunciation,
translations and.cocksure (comparative more cocksure, superlative most cocksure). (informal) too confident;
overconfident quotations ?. I thought myself cocksure of the horse.Define cocksure. cocksure synonyms, cocksure
pronunciation, cocksure translation, English dictionary definition of cocksure. adj. 1. Completely sure; certain.
2.Cocksure is a novel by Mordecai Richler. It was first published in by McClelland and Stewart. A satirical work, the
novel centres on Mortimer Griffin.Synonyms for cocksure at litehaus360lease.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms,
and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for cocksure.Definition of cocksure in the Idioms Dictionary. cocksure
phrase. What does cocksure expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom Dictionary.It wasn't originally, because
it's from cock meaning rooster --proud as a rooster. However, I'm sure many people these days --particularly
those.Define cocksure (adjective) and get synonyms. What is cocksure (adjective)? cocksure (adjective) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.also cock-sure, s, "certain, confident," from cock (n.1) + sure (adj.).
Probably "as assured as a cock." "The word was originally perfectly dignified, and.15+1 sentence examples: 1. He is too
bloody cocksure about everything. 2. He seemed rather too cocksure for my liking. 3. He's so cocksure I'd.Cocksure has
ratings and reviews. Jessica's said: 4 When Good Girls Go Bad Stars Cocksure by K.I. Lynn and Olivia Kelley was a
great read.
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